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Abstract: The mechanisms and stimuli that control buoyancy and population numbers in planktonic diatoms are poorly
understood. Light, lipids, biovolume, size, and ion regulation have been suggested as possible mechanisms controlling
water column distribution. In this study, changes in buoyancy of algae grown as combinations of mono and mixed cultures
were measured along with the effects of a varying light direction on the water column distribution of the planktonic diatoms
Thalassiosira sp. 1, Thalassiosira pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter. Clonal populations were grown in
monoculture or in factorial combinations under top and bottom light conditions. No difference in water column distribution
or growth between samples exposed to light from above or light from bellow was observed. Oil played an insignificant role
in buoyancy regulation. The only species that was buoyant throughout the study was Thalassiosira sp. 1. The larger size
and surface area-to-volume ratio of this species indicates a relationship between an increase in buoyancy and increased
biovolume. Species specific water column distributions were observed between the monoculture study and the mixed
culture study, indicating species specific interactions among phytoplankton may play a significant role in influencing their
water column distribution and their degree of buoyancy.
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1. Introduction
Primary producers in both marine and freshwater
systems depend on their vertical water column position for
overall survival and growth [1, 2]. Phytoplankton
commonly exhibit diel migrations [3] in which algae reside
in the upper regions of the photic zone during the day when
sunlight is most intense. This is followed by a nocturnal
decrease in buoyancy when they descend the nutrient poor
surface waters to deeper water where nutrients are more
readily available [4]. Cell sinking is considered to be a
survival strategy where cells enter resting stages in deeper,
colder and darker water where they wait for conditions like
light intensity become more favorable again [5]. Therefore,
the ability to remain suspended in the upper waters of the
photic zone as well as sink to deeper waters is essential for
the long-term survival of planktonic diatoms.
The phytoplankton is made up of a diverse algal
community. These include organisms such as
dinoflagellates and cryptomonads with flagella that allow
them to move up and down through the water column to

find light, nutrients, and other resources [6], as well as
prokaryotic cyanobacteria that inflate and deflate gas
vesicles, called aerotops, that can be inflated and deflated
to influence their water column distribution [7]. However,
diatoms have no flagella during vegetative stages to assist
in buoyancy regulation [8]. Additionally, they are unique in
the phytoplankton community in that their cell walls are
made of heavy silica, ρ=2070 kg m-3 [9], contributing to a
typical diatom cells density, ρ=1085 kg m-3, making it
significantly denser than seawater, ρ=1025.6 kg m-3 [10],
and giving them negative buoyancy. Several experiments
contributed to the understanding of how diatoms are
capable of staying buoyant and suspended in the water
column [11, 12]. Four mechanisms have been proposed to
explain planktonic diatoms ability to maintain and increase
their buoyancy: a large cellular surface-to-volume ratio
assisted by the presence of rigid, siliceous spines; the
formation of chains; the accumulation and storage of lipids;
and an active ion regulation that controls the density of the
central vacuole by substituting heavier ions with lighter
ones.
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[13] found a strong relationship between increased
buoyancy and increased cell diameter in Rhizosolenia spp.
This is counter to Stoke’s Law [1], which states that the
velocity of a diatom should be proportional to the square of
its radius. Therefore, larger cells should sink faster than
smaller cells. Yet, in Thalassiosira pseudonana Hasle &
Heimdal, a small diatom, and Thalassiosira weissflogii
(Grunow) Fryxell & Hasle, a medium–sized diatom, no
correlation between sinking rate and cell volume was found
[14]. Additionally, in the large diatom Ditylum brightwellii
(West) Grunow, the increase in bio volume was related to
increased buoyancy [15]. The relationship between
increased buoyancy and increased cell diameter is counter
to Stoke’s Law and could likely be explained by the fact
that the excess density of a diatom resides mainly in the
silica wall and that the volume of the cell wall relative to
the total volume of the cell decreases with increasing cell
size [16]. Additionally, the large vacuole of the cell may
have a lower density than the cytoplasm. Therefore, as the
relative volume of the vacuole increases with the size of the
cell, the overall cell density decreases.
The presence of long siliceous spines has been shown to
decrease the sinking rate of planktonic diatoms [17]. Cells
of Rhizosolenia lacking terminal spines sink faster than the
spine-bearing forms, and those with one spine sink faster
than those with two spines. This happens by increasing the
surface-to-volume ratio and the amount of drag that the cell
experienced as it sank in the water column [1]. Chain
formation has also shown to decrease the sinking rate of the
marine diatom Skeletonema [18]. Diatom chain formations
make more relative surface area available. If the cells in a
chain can be thought of as one single cell with a large
surface area and volume instead of several small cells
attached to one another with small surface areas and
volumes, it would therefore sink at a slower rate. Similarly,
[13] found that larger cells sink at slower rates than smaller
cells as cell size and ascent rate were directly related.
However, the presence of spines and chain formation does
not appear to be the full explanation of slower sinking rates
of long colonies of planktonic diatoms. [17] showed that
increasing chain length in common genera like
Thalassiosira, Nitzschia, Bacteriastrum, and Chaetoceros
is associated with an increased sinking rate.
The role of lipids as an energy reserve mechanism in
diatoms has been extensively researched and is well
understood
[19-23].
Under
stressful
conditions,
photosynthetic energy is diverted from cellular growth and
redirected to pathways that lead to fatty acid synthesis.
These high energy fatty acids are essential for the survival
of the cell during unfavorable conditions when light,
nutrients, water, and other resources are no longer available
in large quantities. Lipids, ρL=860 kg m-3 [10], are
significantly less dense than seawater and should allow
cells to achieve positive buoyancy; however, cellular
production of lipids as a mechanism of buoyancy regulation
has not been found in previous research [24]. [11]
demonstrated that cells that had accumulated the most
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lipids tended to settle to the bottom of the culture. [1]
determined that even in cells that produce exceptionally
high amounts of oil, the changes to their overall densities
are insufficient to make diatoms less dense than seawater.
Fluctuations of levels of starches, dense carbohydrates
within cells, have been indicated as a buoyancy control
mechanism. [25] found that carbohydrate content affects
the buoyancy of cyanobacteria. Cyanobacterial cells
regulate their sinking rates with high carbohydrate cells
sinking and low carbohydrate cells remaining more
buoyant. In Thalassiosira weissflogii, it was found that
volume and carbon content were not primary determinants
of variation in cell sinking rates [15]. In Thalassiosira
weissflogii, that as carbohydrates like starch increased, the
sinking rates of the cells increased [26]. The lack of a
relationship between the sinking rate and carbohydrate
content in the diatoms T. weissflogii and Ditylum
brightwellii has been reported [14].
One of the most extensively studied buoyancy
mechanisms is the metabolically regulated selective control
of intracellular ions. [12] suggested that planktonic diatoms
could reduce their densities to where their specific gravity
is equal to seawater by exchanging heavier divalent ions for
lighter monovalent ions (e.g. Na+ and K+) in the fluids of its
central vacuole (cell sap). Ditylum brightwellii has been
shown to maintain low sinking rates by using cellular
energy while in exponential growth and loses the ability to
maintain a low sinking rate when deprived of light [28]. [24]
found that neutral buoyancy cannot be achieved solely by
regulating concentrations of common inorganic ions as
proposed by [12]. Instead, the incorporation of ammonium
derivatives with inorganic ions reduces cellular densities,
allowing cells to approach neutral or positive buoyancy
[24].
There is no one mechanism that is solely responsible for
maintaining the buoyancy of all species of planktonic
diatoms and algae in general. As part of diel vertical
migrations, phytoplankton communities change their water
column distribution based off of light and nutrient levels.
However, little research has been done to determine what
would happen if the light direction were reversed and
placed below the planktonic cells. Would they remain
buoyant in the upper water column or would they follow a
light source from below, sinking in the process?
Additionally, there are other factors that can influence
buoyancy that have not been properly addressed. Species
interact with each other while in the natural environment.
Species with similar requirements compete with each other
for the limited resources such as light and nutrients leading
to decline in their performance measured as reproduction,
growth, or survival [29-32]. The effects of competition
among different species can influence water column
distribution and buoyancy of natural populations but have
not been thoroughly studied in the lab. Furthermore,
although [11] found that lipids are not a main factor in
buoyancy regulation, planktonic diatoms have been known
to produce lipids in quantities up to 40% dry cell weight
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[33] and the effects that such a large amount of oil can have
on buoyancy should not be underestimated. In this study, it
is hypothesized that light direction, lipid production and
interspecies interactions will influence the water column
distribution of planktonicc species. The objectives of this
study were to determine if a buoyancy related movement
within the water column can be stimulated by the direction
of incoming light, to understand if there is a relationship
between lipid production and buoyancy, and to evaluate
ev
the
role community composition plays on species specific
buoyancy.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Species
Samples of Thalassiosira sp. 1 and Thalassiosira
pseudonana were ordered from the culture collection of
algae at the University of Texas (Thala
Thalassiosira sp. strain #
LB 2054, Thalassiosira pseudonana strain # LB FD2).
Additionally, a culture of Staurosira construens var. venter
(Ehrenberg) Hamilton was developed in the lab (Plate 1).
The species were chosen because they are all planktonic
diatoms and the genome of Thalassiosira pseudonana is
one of only a few algal species to have its genome
sequenced [34]. Species from the genus
genu Thalassiosira
including T. pseudonana have been used in several studies
on buoyancy and sinking rates in the past [14, 15, 26, 27].
Additionally, T. pseudonana has been identified as a
potential model organism for large scale lipid/biofuel
production [22, 35].
Thalassiosira sp. 1 resembles Thalassiosira weissflogii
in that it fits within the broad diameter range of 4-32
4
µm,
its valve is almost flat, and it has fine areole. However,
Thalassiosira sp.1 has a variable number of fultoportulae
ranging from 0-66 and with the large range in size from the
original description, Thalassiosira sp. 1 cannot be
identified as Thalassiosira weissflogii. Thalassiosira
pseudonana is a small centric diatom ranging from 2-9
2 µm.
Its shell structure is difficult to see under LM and contains
oblong areole that varies in length in the central part of the
valve. Staurosira construens var. venter is an araphid
planktonic diatom with lanceolate valves with rostrate ends.
The valve face is flat, or slightly undulate due to raised
costae. The striae are distinct, alternate
nate and composed of
oval areole decreasing in size from the valve face/mantle
edge to both the central sternum and the valve mantle.
Thalassiosira pseudonana, and Thalassiosira sp. 1
exhibit a wide range of salinity tolerances
t
and are
commonly found in marine and brackish waters. In this
study the algae were grown in a solution consisting of
Bold’s medium (Sigma-Aldrich
Aldrich Scientific, Inc, Saint Louis,
MO) and Alga-Gro®
Gro® Seawater medium (Carolina
Biological Supply Company)) in a 50:50 mixture. A sample
of each algal culture was digested and identified for
verification under standard protocols [36]. The cleaned
frustules were mounted on permanent slides using

Naphrax® resin (Brunel Microscopes Inc., Chippenham,
Wilshire, UK) and were identified under 1000X
magnification (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove,
Illinois). Permanent slides from each monoculture were
prepared and deposited as part of the diatom slide
collection of the GCSU Natural History Museum. A live
sample was
as taken from each culture and counted to
determine the initial density.
Master cultures of Thalassiosira sp. 1,
1 T. pseudonana
and Staurosira construens var. venter were created by
inoculating 5 mL of the ordered UTEX samples into 100
mL of a mixed Bold’s medium and Alga-Gro®
Alga
Seawater
medium solution. The cultures were maintained under 75.0
µmol m-2 s-1 using Kessil H150 LED grow lights (Kessil
Lighting, Richmond, CA) under 24:0 light:dark cycle and
were exposed to room temperature (20°C). The cultures
were grown for three weeks prior to the study to ensure
exponential growth in order to supply the required biomass
for the experimental studies. Bio-volumes
Bio
of the three
cultures were recorded by measuring the length and width
of 100 frustules of each species at random in girdle view.
Bio-volume
volume was calculated by approximating the shape
of the centric diatoms to a cylinder and using the formula
V= π/4 . d2 . h

(1)

where V is volume, d is diameter and h is height [37].
2.2. Monoculture Study
Thalassiosira sp. 1, T. pseudonana,
pseudonana and Staurosira
construens var. venter were inoculated into separate 10.0
mL (1.0 cm x 10.0 cm) test tubes to identify the spatial
distribution characteristics of each individual species.

Plate 1. 1-2.
2. Thalassiosira sp.1. live and digested in valve view. 3-4.
3
Thalassiosira pseudonana live and digested in valve view. 5-7.
5 Staurosira
construens var. venter live, digested in valve view, and digested in fiddle
view. 1, 3. Images taken at 400X magnification.
magnifica
2, 4, 5-7. Images taken at
1000X magnification. Scale bars =10 µm.
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To determine the influence of variable light conditions
on water column distribution, each species was subjected to
a limited light source with either ‘top light’ only or ‘bottom
light’ only. The samples for each treatment were replicated
in triplicate. This created a total of six test tubes for each
species, three top light only and three bottom light only and
eighteen overall. Aluminum foil was wrapped over the test
tubes to allow light into only the top 1 cm or bottom 1 cm
of the test tubes (Preliminary runs of this experiment were
performed to ensure the validity of this method). The
monoculture and mixed culture samples were grown in a
Percival I-36 Series Controlled Environment Chamber
Incubator (Percival Scientific Inc, Perry, IA) using Philips
Alto II 25 Watt bulbs with a light intensity of 1.647 µmol
m-2 s-1 on a 14:10 light:dark cycle, 64% relative humidity
and a temperature of 18°C (Fig. 2).
2.3. Mixed Culture Study
The Thalassiosira cultures were mixed with each other
to study the inter-species relationships among the algae.
Starting from the same master cultures as the monoculture
study, 2 mL of each Thalassiosira species was mixed
together to create new cultures of Thalassiosira sp. 1. and T.
pseudonana, Thalassiosira sp. 1. and Staurosira construens
var. venter, Staurosira construens var. venter and T.
pseudonana. Additionally, 1.33 mL of each monoculture
was added to create a culture of Thalassiosira sp. 1, T.
pseudonana, and Staurosira construens var. venter. The
cultures were covered with aluminum foil in a similar
fashion as the monocultures experiment to create top light
only samples and bottom light only samples. The samples
for each treatment were replicated in triplicate.
The studies were run over a 15-day period with the
number of cells present at three heights in the water column
counted every three days totaling five counting events.
Water column distribution was evaluated at the heights of
0.3 cm, 2.5 cm, and 4.7 cm from the bottom of the test tube.
The heights were used to create a measurable gradient
along the water column and were slightly below the surface
and above the test tube bottom to ensure that the sampled
cells were buoyant rather than settled on the bottom. The
4.7 cm sample (the top sample) was taken first followed by
the 2.5cm sample (the middle sample) and then the 0.3 cm
sample (the lowest sample) to ensure that the height being
sampled did not disrupt the unsampled heights (Fig. 2). The
cell numbers recorded represent only those alive with
visible chloroplasts actively growing and remaining
buoyant. For both the monoculture and mixed culture study,
1 mL of medium was added to each test tube halfway
through the study to offset water loss due to evaporation.
To determine densities, 100 frustule counts were performed
for the water column heights of each triplicate on 400X
magnification from a 0.1 mL sample using a 0.1 mL
Palmer-Maloney nannoplankton counting chamber. If 100
valves were not present, ten random fields of view were
counted. At the end of the study, after all final
measurements were taken for sample day 5; final densities
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were calculated to include all cells for each species by
shaking the test tubes to redistribute both buoyant and nonbuoyant cells. Statistical analyses of data were performed
using two-way ANOVA (SYSTAT 1998).
2.4. Oil
Oil densities in each monoculture were counted on the
third and fifth sampling days (days 9 and 15 of growth) at
all three water column heights. Oil densities were
calculated as a percentage as a measure of the volume of all
of the oil droplets present in the cells compared to the total
bio-volume of the cell [37]. The diameter of all oil droplets
was approximated to a sphere and measured, as well as the
length and diameter of the cell.

3. Results
3.1. Monoculture Study
The average cell bio-volume of each species was
calculated. The bio-volume of Thalassiosira sp. 1 was
2,219 ± 185.88 µm3, T. pseudonana was 98 ± 14.16 µm3,
and Staurosira construens var. venter was 767 ± 250.34
µm3. A comparison between the initial and the final
densities of Thalassiosira sp. 1, T. pseudonana, and
Staurosira construens var. venter show that all three species
experienced increase in densities (Fig. 1). Staurosira
construens var. venter increased in density the most while T.
pseudonana increased the least. Each culture experienced
an increased density from the start of the study to the finish.
Thalassiosira sp. 1, Staurosira construens var. venter and T.
pseudonana maintained their unique identifiable
characteristics including bio-volume and morphology
throughout the study.
There was no significant effect of variable light on
growth (ANOVA, p = 0.211). There was no significant
difference in the water column distribution to the varying
light source between the three species Thalassiosira sp. 1, T.
pseudonana, and Staurosira construens var. venter
(ANOVA p= 0.729 Fig. 2).
A significant difference in the water column distribution
between Thalassiosira sp. 1, Thalassiosira pseudonana,
and Staurosira construens var. venter was observed
(ANOVA R2 = 59.24, p <0.0001 Fig. 2).
Only Thalassiosira sp. 1 remained buoyant throughout
the study. The 0.3 cm and 2.5 cm heights exhibited a
consistent biomass of approximately 7.5x106 µm3 during
the five sampling events while the 4.7 cm height exhibited
a decline in the number of cells from the first sample event
to the last. Thalassiosira pseudonana and Staurosira
construens var. venter settled to the bottom of the test tube
by the first sampling event and remained there through the
remainder of the study.
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Figure 1. The initial (white) to final (black) growth of top light
monoculture samples of Thalassiosira sp. 1 (1), Thalassiosira pseudonana
(2), and Staurosira construens var. venter (3).

3.2. Mixed Culture Study
In the three species mixed samples, Thalassiosira sp. 1, T.
pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter remained
suspended in the water column to various extents (Figs. 3
and 4). Thalassiosira sp. 1 remained positively or neutrally
buoyant and suspended in the water column in all cultures.
Thalassiosira pseudonana was buoyant, concentrating
towards the bottom of the test tube in the 0.3 cm height
when competing with Thalassiosira sp. 1 (Figs. 3 and 4).

Figure 2. The total biomass per sample of Thalassiosira sp. 1 (white),
Thalassiosira pseudonana (grey), and Staurosira construens var. venter
(black) over the course of the monoculture study with top light. A. 4.7 cm,
B. 2.5 cm C. at 0.3 cm.

Staurosira construens var. venter was buoyant,
concentrating towards the bottom of the test tube when
competing with Thalassiosira sp. 1 as well as when

competing with T. pseudonana (Figs. 3 and 3). When T.
pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter were
grown together, both species were negatively buoyant,
settled out of the water column and remained along the
bottom of the test tube throughout the study. Light source
direction did not have an effect on the water column
distribution of the Thalassiosira species.
All three species of Thalassiosira increased in biomass
over the course of the study to varying degrees (Fig. 5).
Thalassiosira sp. 1 and Staurosira construens var. venter
grew in all mixed cultures while T. pseudonana only grew
in the mixed culture with all three species.
When cultured with only Thalassiosira sp. 1 and only
Staurosira construens var. venter, T. pseudonana was alive
but did not divide, showing no net growth. Staurosira
construens var. venter experienced the greatest growth
while T. pseudonana experienced the least. The growth of
Thalassiosira sp. 1, T. pseudonana and Staurosira
construens var. venter was less than in the individual
monocultures. Light from neither above the test tubes nor
below was not a factor affecting the population increase of
the algal cells.
A growth rate calculation was attempted for the
monoculture study and the mixed culture study. However,
due to cells falling out of solution and settling to the bottom
of the test tube, they were not able to be counted.

Figure 3. The total biomass per sample of Thalassiosira sp. 1 (white),
Thalassiosira pseudonana (grey) and Staurosira construens var. venter
(black) (Left) and Thalassiosira sp. 1 and Thalassiosira pseudonana
(Right) over the course of the top light mixed culture study. A and D. 7 cm,
B and E. 2.5 cm C and F. 0.3 cm.

Instead, a comparison between the initial starting density
and the final density is used to identify cell growth over
time (Figs. 1 and 5).
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3.3. Oil
Oil data was not collected from Thalassiosira
pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter because
they were not buoyant at the time of the sampling.
Thalassiosira sp. 1 remained buoyant and exhibited oil
synthesis during the study. The total percentage bio-volume
of oil in cells buoyant at the 0.3 cm height, 19.3±2.8, was
higher than the cells buoyant at the 2.5 cm height, 5.1±1.8
(Fig. 6). There was a significant difference in the
percentage of oil produced (p = 0.0011).

4. Discussion
4.1. The Effects of Varying Light
In this study, covering the test tubes so that only
overhead light could be used for photosynthesis was used
to simulate the direction that cells would be exposed to
sunlight in a natural setting. Additionally, the bottom light
group of test tubes was covered so light could only enter
from the bottom to determine if planktonic diatoms could
be encouraged to lower their water column position as a
result of following light from below. However, no water

Figure. 4. The total biomass per sample of Thalassiosira sp. 1 (white) and
Staurosira construens var. venter (black) (Left) and Thalassiosira
pseudonana (grey) and Staurosira construens var. venter (Right) over the
course of the top light mixed culture study. A and D. 4.7 cm, B and E. 2.5
cm and C and F. 0.3 cm.

water column distribution gradient was observed between
cells exposed to overhead light compared to those exposed
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to light from below in both the monoculture and mixed
culture studies. Furthermore, light source direction was not
a factor affecting the growth rate of the monocultures or
mixed cultures. The lack of a difference between top light
samples and bottom light samples in water column
distribution and growth rate is likely due to the absence of a
light gradient being established between the top of the test
tube and the bottom. Although a low light level was used to
ensure that the bottom received less light than the top
(1.647 µmol m-2 s-1), the results indicate that the test tubes
were potentially too short to create a significant light
gradient that would affect the diatom cells. The similar
growth rates between top light cultures and bottom light
cultures support this.
4.2. Monoculture Study
Only Thalassiosira sp. 1 remained consistently buoyant
over the course of the study. Both T. pseudonana and
Staurosira construens var. venter settled to the bottom after
inoculation. Additionally, Thalassiosira sp. 1 has a much
larger bio-volume (2,219 ± 185.88 µm3) compared to T.
pseudonana (98 ± 14.16 µm3) and Staurosira construens
var. venter (767 ± 250.34 µm3) consistent with the biovolume findings of [15]. The increased buoyancy in
Thalassiosira sp. 1 is likely due to its increased surface to
volume ratio. [1] found that large, buoyant cells have a
slower sedimentation rate than smaller cells. [12] first
noticed this relationship and determined that it must be
related to the size of the vacuole and cell sap in larger cells.
The larger the cell and therefore, the larger the vacuole and
cytoplasm, the greater the ability of the less dense
protoplast of the cell to compensate for the weight
associated with the heavy silica cell wall. Studies have
shown that some of the largest planktonic algal cells are the
most strongly buoyant and can ascend several meters per
hour [38-40].
Thalassiosira sp. 1, T. pseudonana and Staurosira
construens var. venter exhibited an increase in the total
biomass from the beginning of the study to the end. This
growth indicates that the cells were receiving enough light
and nutrients from culture conditions to photosynthesize
and reproduce. The planktonic diatoms T. pseudonana and
Staurosira construens var. venter settled along the bottom
of the test tube as opposed to staying buoyant in the water
column as would be expected of planktonic diatoms. This
may be an indication that buoyancy is being regulated by
bio-volume in accordance to Stoke’s Law. As bio-volume
increases, the buoyancy of the cell should increase. As a
result, smaller cells do not have a large enough bio-volume
to achieve neutral or positive buoyancy. In this study, the
large bio-volume of Thalassiosira sp. 1 appears to be large
enough to achieve neutral/positive buoyancy, allowing it to
be suspended in the water column. However, the smaller
bio-volumes of T. pseudonana and Staurosira construens
var. venter appear to not be sufficient enough to achieve
buoyancy through this mechanism and settled to the bottom.
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4.3. Mixed Culture Study
The water column distribution among Thalassiosira
pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter differed
in their mixed culture samples from their monoculture
water column distributions while Thalassiosira sp. 1
remained consistent across both. While T. pseudonana and
Staurosira construens var. venter settled to the bottom and
out of the water column in the monoculture experiment,
both remained buoyant when in the presence of
Thalassiosira sp. 1. In the culture consisting of all three
species, Thalassiosira sp. 1 remained buoyant with the
most cells present in the water column while Staurosira
construens var. venter increased its buoyancy considerably
compared to monocultures. Thalassiosira pseudonana
exhibited a small water column distribution and remained
buoyant. In the Thalassiosira sp. 1 and Thalassiosira
pseudonana culture, Thalassiosira pseudonana exhibited a
similar degree of buoyancy and water column distribution
without Staurosira construens var. venter as with the three
species mixed culture. Similar to Thalassiosira pseudonana,
Staurosira construens var. venter exhibited a similar water
column distribution and degree of buoyancy when mixed
with just Thalassiosira sp. 1. When T. pseudonana and
Staurosira construens var. venter were mixed together,
neither was buoyant and both species settled along the
bottom of the test tube. Although both Thalassiosira
pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter settled to
the bottom in the monoculture study, the lack of buoyancy
when they are grown together suggests that neither species
out-competed the other at the bottom of the test tube.
Furthermore, the different water column distributions
exhibited by Thalassiosira pseudonana and Staurosira
construens var. venter depending on which other species
they were mixed with highlights that water column
distribution was influenced by species specific interactions.
Several mechanisms have been researched that could
have lead to the increase in buoyancy observed in T.
pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter
samples mixed with Thalassiosira sp. 1, although the
exact method is unclear. Species within the genus
Thalassiosira are known to produce chitin filaments that
can be used to connect to form chains [34]. In a similar
manner that siliceous spines are used to increase the
surface area to volume ratio and increase drag in some
planktonic species, the much lighter chitinous filaments
could be used to create drag, decreasing the sinking rate
of Thalassiosira pseudonana and Staurosira construens
var. venter and increasing its buoyancy [8]. Although
chitinous filaments were not observed connecting cells in
chains, the transparent filaments could have been present
in the absence of chains. Additionally, small diatoms may
use an active ion regulation proposed by [12] and further
researched by [24]. Without a large bio-volume to
overcome the weight of a dense silica cell wall like in
larger diatoms, smaller cells may actively select for

Figure 5. The initial (white) to final (black) growth of top light mixed
culture samples of Thalassiosira sp. 1 (1), Thalassiosira pseudonana (2)
and Staurosira construens var. venter (3). A. Thalassiosira sp. 1, T.
pseudonana, and Staurosira construens var. venter. B. Thalassiosira sp. 1
and Staurosira construens var. venter. C. Thalassiosira sp. 1 and T.
pseudonana. D. T. pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter.

lighter ions and ammonia derivatives to decrease the
density of the cytoplasm, increasing buoyancy. lighter ions
and ammonia derivatives to decrease the density of the
cytoplasm, increasing buoyancy.The altered water column
distribution and degree of buoyancy among Thalassiosira
pseudonana and Staurosira construens var. venter when
mixed with Thalassiosira sp. 1 and their lack of buoyancy
when mixed together highlights that species specific
interaction may play a major role in the regulation of
buoyancy among planktonic diatom species. In natural
communities, algal species are all adapted to slightly
different conditions and use their differences as competitive
advantages to outcompete other species for a limited
amount of light, nutrients, and space in the photic zone. The
effects from these species specific interactions are a strong
factor that may influence the buoyancy of the
phytoplankton and is often overlooked in buoyancy studies.
Several studies have investigated many aspects that affect
buoyancy in planktonic diatoms from oil production, ion
regulation, the presence of spines and chains, and
carbohydrate content. However, these studies were done
almost exclusively in monoculture experiments where
inter-species interactions were excluded [4, 11, 14, 28, 41]
and the effects of species specific interactions forces were
not addressed or investigated.
4.4. Oil
Oil densities were measured from the monocultures on
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sampling date three in order to allow the cells to adjust to
the culture conditions. Buoyant cells at 4.7 cm and 2.5
cm from each species were to have their oil densities
compared to 0.3 cm cells. However, only Thalassiosira
sp. 1 had cells with a large enough biomass of cells
buoyant on sample dates three to follow through with the
comparison. The buoyant cells of Thalassiosira sp. 1 at
2.5 cm had a lesser percentage of oil than did 0.3 cm
cells. Cells at the 0.3 cm height were producing larger
amounts of oil than were more buoyant cells at the 2.5
cm height indicating that the low density of oil (ρL=860
kg m-3) does not play a role in the buoyancy regulation.
These findings are similar to the work of [11] and others.
[11] also found that cells sink most rapidly when lipid
concentrations are highest. The highest sinking rates
found in their study were in cells with the highest amount
of lipids. Lipids have been observed accumulating in
cells under senescent conditions in which cells tended to
settle to the bottom of the culture [42].

5. Conclusion
In this study, a lack of a light gradient mitigated the
effects of a variable light source and limited the effect of
light on buoyancy. Thalassiosira sp. 1 cells that produced
the most oil were lower in the water column than cells
producing less oil. Oil was determined to not play a
significant role in increasing buoyancy. None of the three
Thalassiosira species were observed producing large spines
at any point of the study, limiting their contributions to
influence or increase buoyancy as proposed by [1].
Therefore, although an increased surface area from spines
or chains may assist or play a role in buoyancy regulation,
their presence is not required for cells to remain buoyant
and suspended in the water column. The only species
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that was consistently buoyant in this study was
Thalassiosira sp. 1. Its large bio-volume and low surface to
volume ratio compared to the others suggests a strong
relationship between an increase in buoyancy associated
with larger size. Finally, the different water column
distributions observed between the monoculture study and
the mixed culture study indicate that species specific
interactions among phytoplankton may play a significant
role in influencing their water column distribution and their
degree of buoyancy.
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